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July 22. 2013



Open letter to * U.S. President Barack Obama * British Prime Minister David Cameron:



Concerning the pro-Islamic Republic discourse in Persian language radio and television broadcasting in the United States of America and the Great Britain Signatories to this letter would like to express their deepest concern about the way that Persian language services of the broadcast institutions financed by the US and UK governments are working. The fact is that the most of the programs of the mentioned media is perceived by a major part of the listeners and viewers to be favorable to the rulers of the Islamic Republic of Iran. This appears to be in clear conflict with the policies of the governments of the US and the UK. The world is now aware of the fact that the majority of the Iranians do not want this regime, whose rule has been possible only through suppressions and trampling on human rights, a regime which supports various terrorists due to its aggressive nature. It is really unfortunate that, while the world community has eventually become informed about the real essence of the Islamic Republic and has imposed heavy sanctions on it, and also the regime itself is drawn into deepest internal crises, the media financially supported by your people help such a regime. Here are some examples: - The useless efforts of repeating the news related by the Islamic Republic media. - Neglecting the news about various opposition activities. - Giving generous opportunities to the dubious so-called reformist figures who were actually themselves up to now a part of the Islamic Regime. - Programs which help and actually show guide lines to the power holders of Iran how to continue their rule. - Encouraging the citizens to participate in various elections, especially in the recent presidential elections. - Delivering stand points which boost the delusion that the regime is reformable. And much more which will definitely influence negatively the efforts of the world community handling the situation and will diminish the effects of the people’s achievements, and is favorable to the Islamic regime and essential for its existence.



Perhaps it is necessary that a panel of experts on Iranian affairs examine the situation, the work accomplished by this media. We, like many other Iranians living inside the county who follow this media, are certain that the panel will discover the negligence and uncertainty. If you too, like us, believe that this regime tramples on human rights, and is a danger for the Middle East and even the world, it is needed that the appropriate decisions are taken, orders delivered, so that the mentioned media work in concordance with your policies. These media have the duty of presenting your policy of combating the dictatorship, for the sake of democracy. Fighting against violation of the human rights, terrorism, and aggression is the right of any democratic human being. Best regards http://www.barandazi.com Signatories to this letter : Groups: Iranian Youth Community for Liberation Iranian Secular Democrats Organization Activism Organization Democratic homeland Association for Democracy Solidarity Iranian And individuals: Dr Mahmoud MORADKHANI (the nephew of Iran's Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei) : 81 rue de la Gare, 59170 Croix. France @moradkhani Bahram ABAR, Dr., Oppendorferstr. 3, D-50181 Bedburg, Germany @bahram.abar (Who acted as editor and hosting of this letter) & ... To see other names and the total number of individuals who have approved this letter, please visit: http://www.barandazi.com This letter is endorsed by hundreds of Iranian activists and personalities via www.facebook.com and www.balatarin.com . It has been online 10 July 2013 and is remain for approval at least one month.
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